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THe Front

Toe fungus removal

Some 250 Groupons for toe fungus removal at
the Calgary Laser Health & Beauty Centre were
purchased ($199 instead of $600) by our press
deadline.
Our suggestion?
Wear your shower shoes next time you’re in
the locker room.

Warning!

November alert:
The most collisions in Calgary this time last year
were:
A) Deerfoot Trail and 32 Ave N.E.
B) Glenmore Trail and Crowchild Trail
C) Deerfoot Trail and 16 Ave N.E.

Back to work
Our new City Council
meets Nov. 18
Burning issues:

Noise from outdoor concerts; food truck
licensing; the nasty $8,400 per home subsidy in
the ‘burbs and cleaning out Dale Hodges’ papers
after 30 years.

“He was kind
enough to text me
everything and
gave me very clear
instructions. I got
out safely.”
Rytch Newmiller
on police officer texting him after a car
accident
Anti-union propaganda in downtown
Calgary. Aren’t these good things?

Full story about upcoming upgrade to 911
telephone service online at calgaryjournal.ca

Photo by Courtney Taylor/calgary journal

Injured veteran forum on Nov. 27
Brian Bradley and other
veterans will discuss their
experiences dealing with the
Veterans Review and Appeal
Board, or VRAB. This will follow
the scheduled release of a
47-page case study of Bradley
and the current review process, expected to be available
Nov. 4.
The Nov. 27 forum takes
place at Mount Royal University’s Moot Court, with the first
of two hour-long information
sessions beginning at 6:30
p.m.

Local latte art: Dragon
Bumpy’s
Cafe offers
fun latte
art.
Photo by Chelsea
barclay/calgary
journal

[Answer: Deerfoot Trail and 16 Ave N.E. with 28
collisions, mostly rear-ends]

Groupon of the
month

Admission is free.
The FDA Public Forum on
Injured Veterans and the VRAB
is hosted by the Foundation
for Democratic Advancement
and Mount Royal University’s
Faculty of Communication
Studies.

Photo courtesy of stephen garvey/FDA

Calgary municipal
election highlights
Upsets

John Mar concedes after unexpected upset.
Evan Woolley is the new face in Ward 8.
“My chapter is over and it’s time to pass the
torch to someone else. Whether or not this is
my preference, this is the people speaking,”
Mar said. “When the cards turn against you,
democracy isn’t pretty.”
Ward 4 incumbent Gael MacLeod was defeated
by Sean Chu.

Landslides

In Ward 3, Jim Stevenson was re-elected with
an overwhelming 81 per cent of the votes.
Ward 10 incumbent, Andre Chabot was reelected in his east-central ward once again.
He took an early lead and stayed ahead of the
opposition all night.

Squeakers

A tight race in Ward 11 saw incumbent Brian
Pincott beat out James Maxim.
Hotly contested Ward 1 ended in a recount on
election night, the final count was in favour of
Ward Sutherland by just 86 votes.

Mayoral race

There may have been some close races, big
upsets and huge landslides but the mayoral
race played out how many would expect with
Mayor Nenshi receiving 73.7 per cent of the
votes. Jon Lord, his closest rival, received 21.4
per cent of the votes, but felt his campaign was
a success.
“Little old me, doing my bit for democracy.
I will be laughed at and scorned as a fringe
candidate, but since day one, I felt the wind at
my back,” said Lord, adding his efforts ensured
Nenshi wouldn’t simply be acclaimed.
calgaryjournal.ca
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From soldier to civilian

Canada’s veterans struggle to reintegrate
Kyle Napier
knapier@cjournal.ca

A

round Remembrance Day on Nov. 11,
millions of Canadians will don signature
replica poppies, attend ceremonies and
services, and otherwise honour Canada’s veterans.
Beyond this public respect, some veterans are
calling for more accessible and equitable support
systems — arguing that the current compensation from Veterans Affairs Canada and the Canadian Forces isn’t enough.
issues felt by Canada’s veterans
Nearly 5,000 Canadian soldiers return as civilians each year. Though valiant in service,
some of Canada’s returning soldiers are
seen as neglected, broken and undervalued.

Doug Boyd, the branch manager and past president of the #285 Royal Canadian Legion, has met
veterans from every generation between World
War II and Afghanistan. Boyd says veterans who
suffer most are the ones left alone.
“The veteran, in many cases, still feels that he’s
the only one,” Boyd explains. “They went through
the same thing, and they’re all trying to treat it
by themselves, which is a bad thing — they feel
alone.”
Jean Guy Toussaint has served in five military
conflicts, touring Golan Heights, former Yugoslavia, Afghanistan and Cyprus twice. He now studies social work at Mount Royal University, spending his downtime finding help for veterans who
are often homeless or without adequate social
assistance.
“For the first time in their life, there’s no fire
team partner for them,” Toussaint says. “But even
more than that, there are very few other people
like them.”
Both Boyd and Toussaint see a demand for
better compensation to soldiers returning with
physical or mental operational stress injuries.
Both argue that a soldier should be cared for —
“at least to the condition that he was in before.”
Discussing residual psychological issues, Boyd
says he has heard of a soldier returning to Canada
and digging a trench in their front yard to prepare
for war.
“That means he’s not mentally prepared to be
back here. He’s still over there,” Boyd says.
That incident may be caused by post-traumatic
stress disorder, referred to as war fatigue until the
‘70s. While current assessments of soldiers involve
a deeper understanding of PTSD, returning veterans often deal with a host of other issues.

Scott Maxwell, executive director for Wounded Warriors Canada, says that Veterans Affairs
programs meant to compensate these veterans
aren’t fair or accessible.
“Is it wise to dangle a cheque for $125,000 in
front of someone that is having mental health
issues?” Maxwell asks.
Both Maxwell and Toussaint say these cheques
are intended to cover operational stress injuries
endured by the soldier in full. Although sometimes over $100,000, Toussaint says this compensation is difficult to access and is paid as a one-off
— with some veterans not realizing the full scope
of their injury before accepting compensation.
Toussaint describes a veteran who had lost a
leg, causing unforeseen damage to the rest of
his body over time. These complications added
up, leaving the veteran needing a ramp to access
his own house.
As Maxwell primarily assists veterans living with
PTSD, he says, “There is no single solution to posttraumatic stress, which is very complex.”
Assistance to veterans by veterans
It seems as though those who have already
served are the ones creating reintegration programs.
In 2007, Toussaint was asked by a friend to help
locate two veterans — both were regimental sergeant-majors in Afghanistan. Their wives had left
them, their families had broken up and their lives
fell apart. Toussaint says he still presumes both
men to be homeless.
“Nobody could locate them because they were
on the streets,” Toussaint says.
Although he hadn’t found the two missing
sergeant-majors, he says he found seven other

How have you dealt with reintegration into civilian lifestyle?

Slowly (laughing). Honestly, I think, emotionally, there’s part of me that doesn’t want
to be a civilian. That’s why I think that using the term ex-military is a misnomer. It’s
so ingrained in who you are — you can’t not be that.

Q&A:

Jean Toussaint

Following service in five military conflicts,
Cpl. Jean Toussaint (retired) is now a
second-year social work student at Mount
Royal University, intending to later
pursue his masters of counselling.
Photo by Kyle Napier/Calgary journal
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How has serving in the Canadian Armed Forces overseas changed you?

I was aware, but it made me more aware. It took my considered biases, and sort of
punted them right out the window. What I believed to be true about some people
wasn’t true. What I was told was true from other people wasn’t. What I saw with my
own eyes supported the fact that some of the things I had been told were a lie.

City
veterans needing public assistance.
Since 2007, Toussaint has helped more than 90
homeless and vulnerable veterans find appropriate assistance and fairer compensation.
“If the Canadian Forces ran Veteran’s Affairs and
soldiers were in charge of taking care of soldiers,
I think you would see a different ethos in place,”
Toussaint says.
Retired Brig.-Gen. Gregory Matte now works as
the national executive director for the Helmets to
Hardhats program in Ottawa. This program is still
in its pilot stage in Canada, and has so far helped
100 veterans find work in construction.
Matte says veterans’ training and skills during
service aren’t recognized, causing difficulties transitioning into the workforce.
“Although we have a lot of people coming out
of the military with an abundance of experience,
qualities and skills, they’re not directly transferable — so that becomes a big obstacle.”
He says this underemployment and career
instability cause loneliness and challenge self
worth.
“It helps to understand what it’s like to be working in difficult conditions — whether it’s humanitarian aid in Haiti, or peacekeeping in Bosnia, or
war fighting in Afghanistan,” Matte says. “It also
helps to understand what it’s like in a military
lifestyle with regard to the type of support and
camaraderie that we have, and how important it
is to find that type of fit in a civilian lifestyle.”
Another program designed to ease
veterans’ transition into civilian life
is the Veterans Transition Network.

“The biggest issue
is getting on with
your life to a
meaningful career,
and making that
psychological
transition away
from this person
who you’ve had to
become over there”
tim laidler,
executive director and past graduate of the
Veterans Transition Network
Tim Laidler, current executive director and past
graduate of the Veterans Transition Network, returned from service in Afghanistan in 2008. He
says he came back emotionally numb and unable

Doug Boyd, branch manager for #285 Royal Canadian Legion, installs nameplates of those
who have donated to the legion. Photo by kyle napier/Calgary journal

to empathize with civilian issues.
“The biggest issue is getting on with your life to
a meaningful career, and making that psychological transition away from this person who you’ve
had to become over there,” Laidler says.
He says veterans face challenges finding work
because some employers are making assumptions about soldiers with physical or mental injuries, and consider applying veterans to be more
captivating than employable. He adds that civilian peers often have established careers while
veterans are seeking employment.
“That’s where we find that loneliness,” Laidler
adds.
Current Veterans Affairs’
rehabilitation programs
Veterans Affairs Canada and the Canadian Forces
handle roughly 7,000 individual cases through
their collocated rehabilitation program — accessible online, by phone or in person at Integrated
Personnel Support Centres. Prior to relief, veterans are required to go through these centres for
medical and psychosocial evaluation.
Anne-Marie Pellerin, director of case management and support services for Veterans Affairs
Canada, says these “services and benefits are
needs-based, as opposed to wants. Sometimes

that can create some negotiation in the case management process.”
Veterans Affairs has 230 case managers, which
Pellerin says assume full responsibility for the
veteran — with no interruption in service — including treatment of medical and psychosocial
conditions, meeting family needs and providing
income support.
While support exists, Toussaint says Veterans
Affairs under the New Veterans Charter isn’t providing adequate funding, and the process isn’t
reasonably accessible.
For soldiers who die during combat, Toussaint
recommends Veterans Affairs and the Canadian
Forces compensate the family 100 per cent of the
soldiers’ pay, fund schooling for their children,
meet family needs and provide counselling.
“You can’t give them back their father, but you
can give them back everything the father would
have provided,” Toussaint argues.
Regarding the 2006 Charter, Doug Boyd says,
“Perhaps the charter was not the answer for all
veterans. I firmly believe there has to be modification and adoption.”
Scott Maxwell adds, “Canada has justifiably
done a great job in honouring the fallen, but we’re
working to do a few things better when they’re
handling the living.”

calgaryjournal.ca
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The faces of our Canadian Military
Remembering those who have fought, fallen and those still fighting for our country

O

Story and photos by Ashely Alcantara
aalcantara@cjournal.ca
Sapper Owen Tuckey

n Remembrance Day we wear our poppies proudly and think about all the
sacrifices our soldiers have made for us.
But Nov. 11 is not only about remembering our past. It’s also a day we remember those
who are still serving our country. The Calgary
Journal had the opportunity to hear the stories
of some of these soldiers from the 41 Canadian
Brigade Group.
Most of these soldiers have only been a part of
the Military for less than five years.
Editors Note: Answers have been edited for length
and clarity

Do soldiers today have it better off than our
veterans did?
One thing that comes to mind is the Military
Family Resource Centre, that didn’t exist back
then, now there is an official system, which supports us.

Craftman Buddhika Wickramasinghe
joined the Military to gain more life
experience and a new perspective on life
two and a half years ago.

What has changed about you since entering
the Military?
Working with a group. In school if I could avoid a
group project I would. Also at the end of the day
everyone is still human so sometimes you have to
take a step back and think before acting in certain
situations.

Craftman Buddhika Wickramasinghe
What does Remembrance Day mean to you?
It’s why I wear the uniform. The people before me
that wore this uniform made the ultimate sacrifice.
They’re the reason why I’m in this country, why I’m
free to do what I want, free to pursue an education
and that’s a day I pay my respects to them and I
wear this uniform as proud as I can.

Private Ben Kohlen joined the Military
18 months ago because he wanted to help
people in the community.
Private Ben KohlenWhat have you learned
from our veterans?
Respect. You look at the sacrifices that other guys
have made and you realize that these people were
very much like you when they started. They’ve
been formed by their experiences, they’re good
people that were willing to write a blank cheque
to the nation and in some cases it gets cashed in,
whether it does or doesn’t though they all took
the risk.
What was basic training like?
It’s funny how much more efficient you can become at doing something you think you already
know, like shaving, getting yourself dressed,
making sure you have everything you need for
the day in very little time. My last course, they
woke us up at 4:40 a.m. and 45 of us were supposed to be formed up and ready to exercise
at 4:45. You have five minutes to get yourself
together, dressed, and get out of the door.
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What was basic training like?
You step into basic training and whatever you
thought you knew, you don’t. They throw stress
at you and see how you handle it. At first you
question, is this really necessary? There were a
couple of points where I thought, am I supposed
to be here? My parents used to tell me, ‘Get the
best marks, be better than everyone else.’ You
show up with that mentality on basic where you
think you’re better than everyone else, you’ll find
out fast that you’re not so hot after all.

Sapper Owen Tuckey joined the Military
three years ago. It’s a family tradition.

Private Adrian Kubitza joined the Military
three years ago to serve and defend his
country.
Private Adrian Kubitza
Tell me about your experience so far.
The amount of things you experience as an individual and as a group is just astronomical. There’s
so much that happens in a short amount of time.
You come into a group of people you’ve never met
before and you gel together, you live together, you
breathe together, you shower together and it’s an
experience. You become a unit, you function as a
unit and it’s extremely rewarding. It’s something
you remember for the rest of your life and the
people you never forget.
What has changed about you since entering
the Military?
For myself it’s the ability to realize my faults and
own up to them. If you’ve made mistakes you have
to rectify it and not be afraid to own up, which was
a big thing for me and a lot of that had to do with
confidence as I think that’s a common denominator amongst us here.

City

Are festivals noisy neighbours?

Councillors re-examine noise bylaw as it relates to outdoor concerts

2013’s X-Fest saw Canadian acts Mother Mother and Death From Above 1979 take the stage, but after receiving complaints about the
volume of outdoor festivals, city council has begun to question whether the allotted decibel levels need to be re-examined.

Photo by Justin Wilson/calgary journal

C

Justin Wilson and kyle pura
news@cjournal.ca

algary’s noise bylaws will be re-examined
when city council resumes after the Oct.
21 election. The Concert Bylaw, which
enforces appropriate locations of festivals,
is not specific when it comes to noise factors as
they pertain to surrounding communities.
Many Calgarians have had their quality of
life impacted by the noise of outdoor festivals
such as residents who are in close proximity
to popular venues like Fort Calgary and Shaw
Millennium Park.
In the last several months, Shaw Millennium
Park has hosted Great Big Sea, The Tragically
Hip and The Arkells. Fort Calgary hosted X-Fest,
headlined by Blink-182.
Ward 7 councillor, Druh Farrell said that looking
closer into the noise bylaw and incorporating
community input would be best.
“The festival groups haven’t been including the
neighbouring communities in the discussion,”
Farrell said. “They are an important partner in
this. We rely on their good will, so it is important
that they are a part of the discussion and a part
of the solutions if there are problems.”
Farrell said, that while it is too early to tell
whether or not certain music festivals would be
affected more than others, certain factors need
to be looked at as it relates to outdoor shows.
She also thinks that looking into other areas
of the city to hold outdoor shows is a possible
solution to this issue.

“We have many parks throughout the city,”
Farrell said. “I know that the festival group is
looking at dispersing festivals into a wider
area because it can bring vibrancy and life to a
community.”
Gavin Howard, a Calgary-based sound
technician, said that if bylaw changes were
going to directly affect his job, he would like to
be consulted. Technicians like Howard are not
required to know the details of city noise bylaws
and generally set volumes at what’s best for the
venue.
Howard said, “I have worked in bars before that
pull out a meter and say ‘you cannot go over 90
decibels,’ and then the drums themselves, before
I even turn the P.A. on are like 95. Loudness is a
tricky thing.”
Currently, outdoor speaker systems are not
to be used within 150 metres of a residential
development between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m.
Co n t i n u o u s s o u n d i n re s i d e n t i a l
developments is not to exceed 65 decibels for
longer than one hour during the day with the
decibel allowance dropping to 50 throughout
the night.
In downtown, continuous sound is not to
exceed 75 decibels for longer than one hour
during the day with the level being dropped
to 60 decibels at night.
Operations coordinator for Calgary’s animal
and bylaw services, Abdul Rafih, said that
each outdoor event is assigned an officer, or
officers, who regularly monitor sound levels,

conducting tests from multiple locations
around the site using a sound level meter.
“If we find somebody in violation of the
community standards noise bylaw, we would
set a mandatory court date and they would then
appear before a judge, and the judge would then
issue a fine amount that they feel would fit at the
time,” Rafih said.
Out of the nearly 2,600 noise complaints the
city has received this year, fewer than 100 of those
were related to outdoor festivals, and only eight
of the 2,600 violations have resulted in charges.
Fines for violations can be up to $10,000.
“We understand the need for events in the city,”
Rafih said. “It’s something that the city strives to
continue building with other external partners.
If somebody wants to hold an event, we’ll do
everything we can to assist them.”
At times, the city will make exceptions
for larger events while reminding all parties
involved to be courteous of their neighbors.
“There are times, for example the Calgary
Stampede, we grant noise exemption permits
that extend to midnight,” Rafih said. “Music
festivals including Folk Fest are granted
exemptions that allow them to reach a daytime
decibel level until 11 p.m. The exceptions are
because we understand the need for events in
the city.”
For additional information on Calgary’s
current noise bylaw, see Section 9 of bylaw
number 5M2004.
calgaryjournal.ca
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A Home Away From Home

Caribbean people try to keep their culture alive in Calgary
Ashely Alcantara
aalcantara@cjournal.ca

B

lue water, sand, palm trees, warm
weather, music and vibrant colours.
These are just some of the things that
come to mind when I think about my
home, Trinidad and Tobago.
But the thing is, I’m in Calgary now and looking
around, there’s nothing resembling any of those
things.
As a child, I moved to Calgary from Trinidad in
1996, we moved for better opportunities leaving
behind everything I knew. Everything was foreign
to me – the culture, the cold and the funny accent
I thought Canadians had.
I tried everything in my power to stay true to who
I was, a Trinidadian.
But it was inevitable; I lost my accent, started
to dress and act like my peers, celebrated their
holidays and learned their culture.
At this point no one would have known I wasn’t
a born and bred Canadian except for me.
But, something was still missing.
I visited Trinidad frequently, and a sense of
home would rush back. The Trinidadian spirit is
immeasurable, though a small island their pride

“We, as Caribbean
people, don’t get
to put a sign in
the ground and
showcase our
culture, we get
an opportunity to
become educated
and we can go into
any environment
in the world
and succeed but
sometimes it comes
at the cost of us
being isolated from
our culture.”
Drew Atlas,
founder of Calgary Soca.
8
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for their country is
overwhelming. Being
such a multiethnic society
there is such a fusion with
their food, music and
traditions.
Nothing says Trinidad
better than a roti, steel
drums and seeing colours
come alive for their bestknown tradition, carnival.
But the minute I
landed back in Calgary,
these feelings were gone.
Keeping my culture
alive while embracing
a new one is to this
day something I really
struggle with.
My story is the same
as many immigrants in
multi-cultural Canada.
But for people from
the Caribbean, there’s
not much here for our
culture, at least according
to Drew Atlas, founder
of Calgary Soca – an
organization dedicated
to promoting
Ashely Alcantara with the Canadian and Trinidad and Tobago
the region’s music.
flags. Photo courtesy of Marcela Normande
“We as Caribbean
people don’t get to put a
sign in the ground and showcase our culture,” said those aspects the more people are going to hold on
Atlas. “We get an opportunity to become educated, to their culture and find out more about it.”
and we can go into any environment in the world
The music and the vibe of Calgary Soca’s events
and succeed, but sometimes it comes at the cost bring together the Caribbean community, as well as
of us being isolated from our culture.”
people who want to learn more about our culture.
Although the Caribbean community is still They are places we can all relate to and enjoy the
growing, we only make up a small portion of colors and sounds of the Caribbean.
the population in Canada compared to other
Another place that helps bring a taste of home to
communities. The most recent numbers found in Calgary is the Trinidad and Tobago Organettes Social
the 2006 Census estimated there were just over and Cultural Association. You’re hit with the smell of
10,000 people from the Caribbean and Bermuda exotic, spicy Caribbean food, and the sweet sound
living in Alberta.
of the T&T Organettes Steel Orchestra the minute
Like myself, Atlas was born in Trinidad and moved you walk in the door. The club has developed into
here 20 years ago.
a Caribbean “home away from home.”
“There are people like me who were born in
Ozzie George from the T&T Organettes said, “Our
Trinidad and moved here years ago,” continued club is a good bridge for Caribbean people that
Atlas. “Then there are people who I consider come up to Canada. It’s always good to come and
second generation Trinidadians whose parents meet your culture – you get to talk to people who
have a strong Caribbean atmosphere at home but have the same background and experienced the
are clearly Canadian. Then I have people who just same things as you. It’s nice.”
moved here, so for me it was how can I get all that
Our community is small, but is growing little by
to come across in my events and shows and bring little. We have a voice and want other Calgarians
everyone together?”
to find out what we’re all about: blue water, sand
Atlas added, “If we can bring the best aspects and palm trees, warm weather, music and vibrant
of our culture forward, you will find people more colours.
proud about it. For me, the more we can showcase

Opinion

Is that dinosaur porn you’re reading?
New genre of erotic fiction
unimpressive

W

Anna Brooks
abrooks@cjournal.ca

e all have fantasies. Some are darker,
fuelled by the thought of a pale, yet
undeniably handsome stranger pricking
you with his, er, fangs. Others are hairier,
and involve howling, and possibly being ripped to
shreds under a full moon.
The problem with vampire and werewolf fantasies
is they’ve grown too commonplace. What if you’re
an extremist craving something deeper, darker and
perhaps something the rest of society isn’t quite
ready for?
Never fear, big, dirty dinosaur porn is here!
According to Amazon.com, self-published eBook
authors Alara Branwen and Christie Sims broke into
the top 50 most popular erotica novels this October
following their creation of a shocking new genre of
“literature” – dinosaur erotica.
Although Fifty Shades of Grey author E.L. James
still currently holds the No. 1 spot, Branwen and
Sims have tidal-waved over cyber libraries with their
raunchy, albeit grammatically inaccurate accounts of
dinosaur-on-girl fun.
Buckin’ Brontos
Ellen Smith, publisher at Carnal Passions, a subset of
Champagne Books in Calgary, said that even though
markets for the bizarre will always exist, books such
as Taken by the T-Rex or In the Velociraptor’s Nest are
“going to peter out pretty fast.”
“These are not books that most legitimate
publishers will publish,” Smith explained. “Huge
companies like Amazon can’t read and check every
single book with the amount going through the
Kindle publishing platform.”
So what happens when pages fall through the
cracks? Just this past month, partner publishers of
Kobo Inc., the company famous for the Kobo eReader,
failed to notice some rather offensive content coming
through their self-publishing medium, including
books about bestiality, incest and pedophilia (a
barrage of infuriated mothers retaliated after their
children were coming across books entitled Date
Night with Daddy and The Teen Virgin Raped By Three
Teachers At School).
While authors Branwen and Sims aren’t guilty of
writing daddy-daughter e-books, publisher Smith
said their books are “basically about people having
sex with animals,” which is equally as distasteful.
“It’s bestiality,” Smith continued. “There’s no way to
make that attractive or romantic. These authors are
just doing it to make a buck, and I don’t know how
long that’s going to last.”
Having not considered the bestiality aspect, a
sudden thought cropped up – what would those
knee-deep in dino-dung have to say about the
objectification of their deeply respected subjects of
study? A curious call to the Royal Tyrrell Museum in
Drumheller began with a bit of awkward laughter as

Emerging erotica trend features dino-dates with a Tyrannosaurus rex, which have been
documented to weigh in at around 15, 000 pounds. Hot or just plain ridiculous?

Illustration by anna brooks/calgary journal

“It’s about people
having sex with
animals. There’s
no way to make
that attractive or
romantic”
Ellen Smith,
publisher
the topic was broached, then quickly shifted to an
indignant response from their spokesperson:
“On the behalf of the entire Royal Tyrrell Museum,
you can quote that we all think it’s ridiculous.” No
further comments were available.
Far-fetched Fiction
Taboos aside, even the highly offended have to
wonder where the appeal to write such outlandish
content stems. Daddy issues? Only children? Or is it
merely a matter of shock value?
In an interview with the Huffington Post, Branwen
explained why – before her hasty admission
regarding “all the money she was making” – dinosaur
erotica popped into her pen.

“I think dinosaur erotica appeals to our more basic,
carnal natures,” Branwen said. “It’s the ultimate sexual
experience with an alpha male, which is something
that we are all inherently wired to enjoy.”
Local romance author Lawna Mackie said although
creature sex isn’t uncommon in erotica novels, it has
to be at least somewhat feasible, even in the fictional
world. Without any sort of realism, that attraction or
element of understanding just won’t be there.
“If you’re going to write something with vampires,
dragons and all the rest of it, there always has to be
some type of human quality to them,” Mackie said.
“It can’t be just a full-fledged dinosaur or prehistoric
creature. I don’t think I could ever write about that.”
For Next Time…
If Branwen and Sims somehow manage to pencil
their way into the Cretaceous period – which, after
dropping 32 spots on Amazon’s author rank, they
might not – publisher Smith suggested they put
more time into “plot development, grammar and
writing mechanics.”
“As a publisher, we want to publish books we’re
proud of putting out there, that we’re proud of having
our name on,” Smith said. “These girls are getting their
15 minutes of fame and that’s great, but they need a
more substantial plotline than ‘let’s do the dinosaur.’”
calgaryjournal.ca
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Carcass’s Canvas

A medical lab assistant’s journey through deviant ink

Countess Coitus Carcass, a 34-year-old medical lab assistant, shows her face, neck and shoulder tattoos of rotting flesh, exposed tendons,
flies around her left eye and zombie teeth. Photo by jodi eGAN/calgary journal

W

jodi egan and lisa taylor
jegan@cjournal.ca, ltaylor@cjournal.ca

hen Countess Coitus Carcass was a young
girl living near Carseland, Alta., she had
reoccurring nightmares about sharp,
menacing needles stabbing her face.
As a child, the only tattoos she had ever seen
were her grandfather’s aging war tattoos, which
were sloppily done and faded beyond recognition.
She says the idea of getting a tattoo never crossed
her mind. At least, not until she was 14 years old.
“I almost wonder if [the dreams] were a premonition about my face tattoo,” says Carcass, now 34.
“I always drew on my legs and I was kind of impulsive,” Carcass says. “It definitely wasn’t something I put a lot of thought in to. I was willing to
be talked into it.”
After moving to Victoria, B.C. two years previous,
a friend of Carcass’s built his own tattoo machine
and, without much forethought, Carcass acquired
her first ever tattoo. To this day — camouflaged
against the other skulls, vaginas and gnarly flesh
tattoos that adorn her body — the outline of a
20-year-old faded skull is still visible on her left
shoulder.
Since then, Carcass estimates she’s spent more
than $7,000 on tattoos, which, considering the
amount of ink she sports, sounds like a real bargain.
The savings came from doing some of her own tattoos in the comfort of her own home.
Despite her initial fear of tattoos and needles,
Carcass displays tattoos that both frighten and
fascinate. Her facial tattoos especially. The exposed jawline shows broken and missing teeth
10 NOV 2013
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“Why do you want
to be forgotten?
That’s part of the
reasoning [for my]
face and neck tatoos
– you’re going
to remember me
whether you like it
or not.”
countess coitus carcass,
a 34-year-old medical lab assistant
and rotting flesh. She has half a dozen flies crawling
around her eyes and a slashed neck that’s so real
you could almost swear her tendons and arteries
are gruesomely exposed to the world.
She’s the kind of woman you never forget — one
way or another.
A WALKING PIECE OF ART
Carcass says one of the main motivations for getting her tattoos is stress.

After her brother died form autoerotic asphyxiation, after her best friend died of an overdose and
after she endured two marital breakups, Carcass
headed to a tattoo parlor to feel a different kind
of pain.
“My second husband made me want to cut my
throat just to get away from him, and when I finally
did get rid of him, I often thought of getting myself
tattooed to represent the end of that period of my
life,” she says.
To Carcass, her wounded throat represents not
only the misery she felt during that sorrowful time
in her life, but also being set free from the shackles
of a crippling relationship.
“To change my appearance as drastically as possible was to change who I was,” she says.
Countess says she’s now happily married to her
third husband, Nickolai Splinters Carcass, who supports her hobbies, tattoos and lifestyle. He even
paid for her facial tattoo as an “I love you” gift —
showing that stress isn’t the only motivator for her
tattoos.
“I always wanted to be a walking work of art as a
person, a character, inside and out,” she says. “Why
do you want to be forgotten? That’s part of the
reasoning [for my] face and neck tattoos — you’re
going to remember me whether you like it or not.”
Carcass has even gone one step further to make
an equally permanent change to her self-image.
She legally changed her name, from the “bland” Michelle Jones to Countess Coitus Carcass, two years
ago to separate herself from the pack.

A&E
“I just wanted to be whoever I wanted to be,” She
says.
STANDING OUT FROM THE PACK
Carcass says she’s always had to deal with being an
outsider, even within her own “group.” Her main inspiration has been metal and punk music, but both
factions tell her she’s not quite there.
“I was always this way. I don’t fit in. People in the
metal scene would say I’m not metal, people in
the punk scene would say I’m not punk, yet I had a
bigger mohawk than any of them,” she says. “I developed independently and I have my own likings
and dislikings.”
Though she wears her rough, garish nature on
her sleeve – and everywhere else for that matter –
people often mistake her for a rogue without a soul.
“A lot of people are really scared of me, especially
younger men. If you came up to me and talked to
me I’m really friendly and warm,” she says with a
grin that turns her exposed jaw upward towards
the flies around her eye.
Brandoh Boyko, one of Carcass’s many tattoo artists, says she’s an enlightened gal with a fantastic,
positive attitude.

“I love it when
someone from
outside the lab, like
a maintenance guy,
comes in because
they’re not used to
seeing me. They just
whip their heads
around with their
eyes bugging out;
it’s hilarious.”
Countess coitus carcass,
a 34-year-old medical lab assistant

“She has up and down sessions. Some are better than others based on how she’s feeling. All that
stuff contributes to a tattoo. She’s a champ,” he says.
EMPLOYMENT NOT AN ISSUE
Countess started her face piece with the flies, easing her employer at a Calgary medical lab into her
dramatic tattoo plan. “Next thing you know,” she
says, “I’m coming into work with zombie teeth on
my face.”
Despite her wayward persona, Countess is a
well-spoken, career-driven woman who’s in high
demand in her field.
She works as a lab assistant in a medical lab and

Countess Coitus Carcass shows the neck tendons, zombie teeth and jawline tattooed on
her face. Photo by jodi egan/calgary journal
was hired there before she got her face tattoos.
“I absolutely love my job, especially microbiology,” she says. “I get to grind brain tissue. I like
puzzles and I like math and science for that reason.
It’s a precise kind of work.”
Because she works the night shift, she doesn’t
see the public and only sometimes converses with
medical doctors during the early morning hours.
She often leaves her tattoos fully exposed — or
haphazardly cakes on makeup to blur the lines.
“I’ve never actually been asked to cover them
ever, including the face,” she says. “I do that voluntarily.”
Her true guilty pleasure is shocking those who
haven’t seen her tattoos before.
“I love it when someone from outside the lab,
like a maintenance guy, comes in because they’re
not used to seeing me,” she says. “They just whip
their heads around with their eyes bugging out,

it’s hilarious.”
Carcass says her employer accepts her but she
knows that facial tattoos can be a deal-breaker for
those seeking a job. She suggests people should
never commit to a facial tattoo unless they are comfortable in their career, like she is.
“I’m going to be at the lab forever,” she says.
On the off chance that working at the lab forever
doesn’t pan out, Carcass says she’ll find a waitressing job at the metal bars she frequents. She’s made
a lot of friends there.
“It wouldn’t pay very well, but I don’t need a ton
of money.”
If anything, she says it would give her more time
to work on her hobbies: burlesque dancing, creating comic books and designing band art for local
metal bands.
Boyko says he cautions those who want facial tattoos. “I’ll say no if someone comes in looking young
calgaryjournal.ca
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and doesn’t have a career established,” he said.
“I insist if they don’t have any tattoos, they should
get it done somewhere else [on their body] so they
know what it’s all about, how it feels and what
comes with having a tattoo,” he adds.
Carcass went to six tattoo artists before she found
one at the Calgary Tattoo Company willing to put
ink to face.
“I’m willing to take what they’re willing to give
at this point,” she says. “It’s a personal preference or
an employer thing for artists. I signed a whole lot of
paperwork before I got my face done.”

Though Carcass has never been asked
to cover up her tattoos at work, she
sometimes does it voluntarily, especially
if she’s working the dayshift.
Photo by lisa taylor/calgary journal

ABUSE AND LABELS
Carcass is no stranger to verbal abuse. She says her
tattoos spark curiosity as well as dissent from those
who don’t understand her.
“I’ve had a lot of people try and label me, but I’m
just me. If you need to label me to be comfortable,
that’s fine, but you’re wrong. Everyone looks the
same and they’re so forgettable. [People] are afraid
to be unique and I have no respect for that.”
She says she has found a pattern among her dissenters, one that doesn’t surprise her much.
“The older the people they are, the meaner they
are. Especially old men, they hate me on sight.

“I think it’s because they don’t have the balls to
get it themselves and it makes them look less masculine,” she says. “They’re [often] redneck-y and used
to being the toughest one in the room.”
Despite all the stares and gasped mumblings,
Carcass says she ignores comments thrown her way.
“Some guy insulted me all through a lunch and
I didn’t hear it or notice it. My husband was like,
‘You should have heard [what] that guy was saying about you, you didn’t even notice and it was
making him angrier!’” she says. “He was actually getting up out of his chair and insulting me loudly in a
crowded restaurant. I tuned him out so well I didn’t
even have any memory of that guy.”
Boyko says that although tattoos are becoming
more popular, neck and facial tattoos are still taboo
for many employers and onlookers.
“I definitely feel like they change your life,” he says.
“I know I’ve been thrown out of bars and singled
out in a crowd by police [because of my tattoos].”
Carcass says she’s extremely happy with her life
at the moment, adding that it’s difficult to finish her
ongoing tattoo projects because she’s too happy to
deal with the pain.

Quiet technology for tattoos
The Cheyenne Hawk Thunder makes body art easy
Jasmine Han
jhan@cjournal.ca

THE CHEYENNE HAWK THUNDER
This machine is not only quiet, but its light weight
earing the buzz from a tattoo gun may helps reduce stress on the artist’s wrist, therefore
scare people from getting artwork done improving artwork.
on their bodies.
The Unimax website describes this machine as beThe technologically-advanced Cheyenne ing counterbalanced with a stronger motor.
Hawk Thunder, a rotary driven machine, is silent and
Mike Magee, a tattoo artist of 11 years, lives in the
able to calm nerves.
small town of Geraldton, Ont. and is a guest artist at
Steve Peace, a tattoo artist of 17 years, co-owns the tattoo parlour.
Immaculate Concept Tattoo & Piercing. He takes his
While tattooing a bio-mechanical/bio-organic,
job very seriously, which means he uses the best abstract piece of art on his client Paul Young’s arm,
machines and ink available.
Magee says, “After using this machine, my wrists feel
Peace started usbetter.”
ing this machine a few
“It’s very light and
months ago.
easy to change out the
“It makes the tattoo
needles,” Magee says.
work that much crisper
“When I had the tradi[and] that much cleaner
tional machine, I was
when you do photo regetting a lot of wrist
alism. It’s just that little
problems from the
edge that you need,”
weight of the machine.
Peace says. “It’s crazy
Switching [machines]
mike magee,
how much easier it is to
definitely helped my
tattoo artist
get into the skin.”
speed as well as my
This machine is not
wrists.”
widely used, as the tubes and needles cost about 10
Magee has also had a few people comment that
times more than the ones for the original machines. this machine doesn’t make them as nervous as other
Peace says he believes artistic talent should match machines have.
the best equipment, as this will produce better art“Some people find the traditional tattooing a little
work.
intimidating when they are first fired up,” Magee says.
“You have your talent behind you, that’s one thing, “I’ve actually had a couple people [say] to me that
but when you have a machine that gets [the] line when I start the machine they are not as nervous.”
that little bit crisper, why wouldn’t you?” Peace says.
As ink is injected one millimeter beneath the skin’s
“We’re not happy with good enough, we’re all striv- surface, the pain and skin damage to the client is
ing for what that gives us, plus more on top of that.” about the same as having a tattoo done by an origi-
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“It’s very light and
easy to change out
the needles.”
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Mike Magee tattooing with the silent and
lightweight Cheyenne Hawk Thunder.
Photo by jasmine han/calgary journal

nal machine.
But clients have a clearer, cleaner and tighter tattoo to look forward to in the end.
“What I say is [that] if your tattoo makes you dizzy
when you look at it, you know you’ve hit it out of the
ballpark. You look at it [and] it’s like you can’t even
focus on it, it’s just so tight,” Peace says. “You can’t see
any parts of the ink that aren’t there, it’s just so photo
realistic it doesn’t look like a tattoo.”

listings
MUSIC
KISS - rescheduled date

CUFF.Docs

Scotiabank Saddledome
Nov. 8

Globe Cinema
Nov. 21 - 23
Documentary festivals featuring international
award winning films.

Leon Russell

DANCE

Deerfoot Inn & Casino
Nov. 9

COMEDY
Eddie Izzard

Jubilee Auditorium
Nov. 24

THEATRE

Emmylou Harris & Rodney Crowell with
Richard Thompson Electric Trio

Polar Obsession with Paul Nicklen

Jack Singer Concert Hall
Nov.12

Jack Singer Concert Hall
Nov. 19
Canadian photojournalist Paul Nicklen comes to Calgary to
share his stories and incredible photographs of the Polar
regions, including a poignant view of the Canadian Arctic.

Matthew Good with Gentlemen Husbands
Jack Singer Concert Hall
Nov. 16

The Orchestra featuring the Electric Light
Orchestra former members

Taboo: Naughty but Nice Sex Show

Southern Alberta Jubilee Auditorium
Nov. 30

Pearl Jam

Scotiabank Saddledome
Dec. 2

Hedwig and the Angry Inch

FILM
Marda Loop Justice Film Festival

Better Get Hit In Your Soul

Mount Royal University Nov.13
River Park Church Nov. 14 -17
See justicefilmfestival.ca for complete schedule

Decidedly Jazz Danceworks
Nov. 22 to Dec 1
A dance performance inspired by the music,
life and times of Charles Mingus.

GIRAF Animation Festival

Alberta Ballet: Fumbling Towards Ecstasy

Globe Cinema
Nov. 6 -10
The GIRAF independent animal festival includes five feature
films and 85 shorts.

SPECIAL EVENTS

Eric Harvie Theatre
Nov. 23
Featuring the music of Canadian singer-songwriter
Sarah McLachlan.

Sage Theatre
sagetheatre.com
Nov. 7 - 17

Love Train - The Soul of Motown
Stage West
stagewestcalgary.com
Nov. 14 - Dec. 14

Vintage Hitchcock: A Live Radio Play
Vertigo Theatre
vertigotheatre.com
Nov. 9 - Dec. 8

BMO Center
Nov. 7-10
An upscale adult playground dedicated to enhancing lifestyles,
encouraging romance, personal betterment and all things
Taboo. Enjoy entertainment, provocative and educational
seminars, unique shopping, fashion shows and LIVE
demonstrations.

Calgary Art Market & Craft Show

Calgary TELUS Convention Centre
Nov. 14- 17
More than 200 Canadian craftspeople gather downtown at
this forum to share their exquisite piece of work in front of
large section of crowds. Some of the items which are readily
up here for display are bakery products, metal art, wild
photography, silk items, pottery, authentic egg artistry, wood
working products, botanical artistic items, cotton products
and more.

44%
did it for
one hour.
Do it your way.

MC118027

Study when and where you want for the amount of
time that fi ts into your busy schedule. Access over
590 courses and 52 programs offered online
and by distance.

1.866.949.OPEN | truopen.ca
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Local actress produces Bluff TV series
Jewelle Colwell changes how social issues are viewed through online episodes

Detective Summer Brown (Jewelle Colwell), backed by her boss Captain Nick Weston (Mark Gantt), brief Decina Police Force on Sara
Sinclair’s disappearance. Photo courtesy of Michelle Lefaye
jasmine han
jhan@cjournal.ca
n a dimly lit room with Japanese décor, I interviewed Jewelle Colwell, the creator, executive
producer and lead actress of her own TV show
Bluff. She opened up about the messages she’s
trying to spread by producing this show.
“I’m hoping that we can, through the story line,
inspire people to be better, to think better, to think
more, to think at all,” Colwell says. “If we can arouse
a thought structure where there wasn’t one before,
then I’m happy.”
Colwell raises awareness in her TV drama about
social issues such as kids bringing drugs to school.
Episodes can be viewed at zoweetv.ca for 99 cents
each. Being a mother of two teenage daughters,
Colwell is inspired to influence her audience to
promote change through her episodes.
“One of [my] main issues is that there are drugs
in all our high schools, and none of us care. No one
is working to change it. We don’t even talk about
it,” Colwell says. “If I mention the fact that there are
drugs in high school, people are like ‘Yeah,’ [and I
think] ‘Really that’s ok with you?’”
Colwell includes her own energetic 15-year-old
daughter, Ysabella, in the TV series. Ysabella plays
Cassie Douglas, a teenage drug dealer who sells
marijuana and cocaine to get what she wants.
“She’s such a good girl that no one would expect
her to be selling drugs, which is why she does,” Ysabella says. “Cassie is someone who knows what she

I
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“I’m hoping that we
can, through the
story line, inspire
people to be better,
to think better, to
think more, to think
at all.
jewelle colwell,
creator, executive producer and lead actress
of Bluff

wants but doesn’t know how to get there.”
Colwell plays the lead character Summer Brown,
an undercover cop, who busts Cassie’s drug dealing. And for Ysabella, being busted by her real-life
mother on set is fun.
“I’m not naturally a rebellious person, [so] it’s fun
to tap into that other side of myself,” Ysabella says.
“It was a big change [for me] but one that I can still
relate to. Once I learned more about Cassie, it was
a lot easier to think, ‘Okay well if I was in this situation this is what I would be like, if I was this person.’”

Colwell doesn’t stop at simply raising awareness
about drugs in schools. She also recognizes how
show business is male dominated, leaving fewer
roles for women to play. By having a TV show cast
of mainly women, Colwell is doing what she can to
help local female actors.
“Universally speaking, show business is still a
man’s world. If men are writing the scripts, they are
identifying more with male characters, and they
don’t really know what to do with a female character,” Colwell says. “We as females need to band and
work together and actually show them what a real
female character is.”
The evolution of Bluff
Poker Girls, the predecessor to Bluff, started out as
a one on one film-making assignment Colwell had
decided to do for a film-making apprenticeship,
with director, producer and actor Neil Schell.
She had started filming the episodes right in
her very own home, as she had to do everything
herself.
“It started [with] five women around my kitchen
table. I was editing [and] shooting, which I had never done before. I was writing scripts, which thankfully I had done before,” Colwell says. “These were
16 hour days. It was crazy [but] we came out with
somewhere between three and six minutes worth
of content per week.”
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When Judy Norton was introduced into the cast,
the filming went from Colwell’s dining room table,
to the Grey Eagle Casino & Bingo. This would land
Colwell her first nomination.
“[The] Grey Eagle Casino was great, they allowed
us to shoot there for free. So we did three solid 10
to 11 minute web series episodes of Poker Girls the
year of 2011,” Colwell says. “The first [episode] with
guest star Judy Norton in it, was the one that was
nominated by an international group of judges, at
the Banff World Media Festival for best TV pilot.”
With all this success, and an evolving story line,
Colwell felt Poker Girls needed to be renamed.
“Bluff is a poker term, so I wanted to pay tribute
to where we came from,” Colwell says. “I needed to
rename it. We were no longer a web series. We had
been recast. We were rewritten, and our quality level
had taken such a leap up from where we were at.”
Colwell said it cost her under $1,000,000 to produce the first six episodes of the first season of Bluff.
She hopes to start filming the rest of the seven episodes in January 2014.
Colwell’s interaction with her cast
Through the course of production, Colwell kept
things under control by making sure her cast and
crew didn’t burn out.
“I actually prefer [my cast and crew] to go home
after 10 or 10 and a half [hours] just because I don’t
believe in burning people out so much that they
don’t want to be there,” Colwell says.
Judy Norton, who plays judge Sophia Wyndom,
can attest to how Colwell treats her cast and crew.
“She’s always very interested and very concerned
in everybody’s state of mind that they’re happy, that
their comfortable, that things are okay,” Norton says.
“She really works at creating that kind of environment.”

She also knows the results of how the actors might
look on TV when they have been working for too
long.
“I think what you see on your television in the end
is highly affected by the energy and the love that’s
put into what we’re doing. I think it affects what you
actually see [on TV],” Colwell says.
But the other challenge that Colwell has to deal
with is the clock ticking as time is money in this business.
“[I have to stick] within a budget [as] the more time
you use the more money you’re using,” Colwell says.
And when it comes to Colwell not letting the
stress get the best of her she says, “I’m learning to
compartmentalize my thought structure.”
“I am learning to say ‘I care about this but I can’t
think about this right now, right now my focus needs

to be here,’” Colwell says. “And I think part of that too
is having so many things going on and so many different demands put on me that I really haven’t had
a choice but to teach myself how to do that.”

“One of [my] main
issues is that there
are drugs in all our
high schools, and
none of us care. No
one is working to
change it. We don’t
even talk about it. ”
Jewelle Colwell,
creator, executive producer and lead actress
of Bluff

Jewelle Colwell as detective Summer
Brown in her TV series Bluff. Photo courtesy of
michelle Lefaye

Detectives Summer Brown (Jewelle Colwell) and Ava Lindstrom (Alison Wandzura) interrogate a teen drug dealer. Photo courtesy of Michelle Lefaye
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Faces of Calgary

Connecting the issues with people who live, work and play in this city
CALGARY JOURNAL REPORTERS

group@cjournal.ca

A

photojournalism project launched by
Mount Royal University professor, Paul
Coates, pushes students to explore the
lives of Calgarians by using images and
text to share stories about our city.
This assignment was inspired by the American
project “Humans of New York” that showcases
the stories of random people around New York
City.
“(Brandon Stanton) was living in New York
and one of the things he was interested in was
photography,” Coates says. “So he would quite
literally walk the streets during the day in different neighbourhoods and take pictures of people
he came across and find a little bit about who
they were and started doing this blog.”
Coates was moved by Calgary’s solidarity with
the flood this past summer and says he believed
it was time to work on something similar that
showcases true Calgarians.
“Wouldn’t it be a great idea that we learn
more about the people that are in Calgary?”
Coates says. “And somehow talk to the people
on the street and really make it like a small town
again, in that everyone knows one another and
respects one another.”

Abrahim Habib, owner of Charisma Mediterranean Eatery, says he is concerned about Calgary’s
security. He says he has had his car windows broken for a couple of dollars left inside.
Habib says, “I can afford to fix my window. Some people, they cannot afford to fix their
window.”
He says he is also worried about reckless driving in the city.
“My small son, he is 11 years old. He doesn’t drive his bicycle in our area because he is scared.
People drive like crazy. This is the problem,” he says.

Steven Nuss, a second-year international
relations student at the University of
Calgary, says that his least favourite part of
Calgary is its transit system because it takes
him an hour to get to school every morning.

PHOTO BY KATE HOLOWATY/CALGARY JOURNAL

PHOTO BY MEGAN MACKAY/CALGARY JOURNAL

Kevin Baker, entrepreneur and businessman, says he feels traffic is one of the city’s biggest
problems.
“I don’t agree with reducing lanes to make room for bicycles. I’m fine with more dedicated bike
paths, but with the number of cars on the road, bike lanes don’t make much sense.”
PHOTO BY JESSE YARDLEY/CALGARY JOURNAL

Kensington resident Thea Miles says she wants to see a change in Calgary’s housing
development. With developers building further and further away, she believes it will have a
negative impact on Calgary’s culture.
“I think we are spreading out too much rather than condensing,” Miles says . “It’s forcing
people to drive more and live in these huge, spread out suburban houses which is limiting the
possibility of human interaction and community.” PHOTO BY DEVON HENRY/CALGARY JOURNAL
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“I’d really like the city to hold onto the spirit
of togetherness,” says Marilyn Wannamker,
president of the Montgomery Community
Association.
After flooding caused many Montgomery
residents to evacuate, Wannamaker
was ecstatic to see her neighbours come
together to put in a new playground for the
community centre. PHOTO BY DEVYN ENS/CALGARY JOURNAL

Charles Dundas, a Marriott employee, says
he would like to see downtown businesses
stay open past 5 or 6 p.m. Dundas helps
guests find a place to eat and drink. He says
he finds it difficult to recommend places
for guests to go on weekday evenings when
downtown becomes virtually abandoned.

Parm Suri has lived in Calgary for nine years. He says he believes the city is in need of more
schools. “The youth is our future,” Suri says. “We need to educate them.”

PHOTO BY ALLISON BADGER/CALGARY JOURNAL

PHOTO BY MASHA SCHEELE/CALGARY JOURNAL
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The faith of Pam Rocker

After an evangelical upbringing in
Texas, a gay activist now finds a
spiritual home at Hillhurst United
Church

I

t’s a cold Sunday morning and Hillhurst
United Church is bursting with people —
so many that extra seating is opened in
an adjoining room. A small yellow-haired
girl is handing out thin candles to those who
have yet to take one. They come in every colour
there is, and hers is pink.
Eventually the crowd settles, and after the minister speaks and songs are sung, the congregation erupts in applause as Pam Rocker, 31,
makes her way to the stage. Her dark-blonde
hair is swept into a soft mohawk. Her suit jacket
falls open over a shirt featuring a crawling infant shaded with rainbow hues.
It reads: “I was born this gay.”
Hannah Kost
hkost@cjournal.ca
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Pam Rocker sits in the sanctuary of Hillhurst United Church, a religious community that has allowed her to reconcile her sexuality and her
religion. PHOTO BY HANNAH KOST/CALGARY JOURNAL
Rocker is addressing the congregation on its fourth
anniversary as an affirming church. This hard-won
title is designated to United Churches in Canada
that actively and publically support the inclusion
of gays, lesbians, bisexuals and transgendered
persons in their community.
“It’s not only the fourth anniversary of Hillhurst
becoming an affirming church,” Rocker tells the
congregation, “but also the fourth anniversary of
me coming here, because I had to leave the church
that I was a part of because of my sexuality.”
Rocker’s girlfriend, Jillian Daniel, watches her
partner intently from the audience. They currently
attend church together every Sunday. But this was
not always the case. The crossing that led Pam
Rocker to the stage at Hillhurst United in front of
hundreds of supporters has not been a direct or
simple one.
LIFE BEFORE COMING OUT
Days before the anniversary, Rocker sits on a balcony outside of her office that overlooks one of Hillhurst United’s reception areas. She is discussing the
way she was raised: as part of a deeply evangelical
American family in Texas.
“I didn’t have really bad memories, especially in
my early years,” Rocker says. “But the biggest thing
that I always felt was that there would be judgment
if I did the things that were wrong.”
Her childhood was a by-the-numbers paint
palette of do’s and don’ts. Having sex before marriage was a don’t. Drinking was a don’t. But homosexuality seemed to be in a category all of its own,

considered so sinful it was rarely discussed.
“The language that I had [to describe homosexuality] was just, it’s evil and unmentionable,” Rocker
says. “I wasn’t even sure for the longest time what
exactly it meant — I knew that it was sexual. But
it wasn’t about two adults loving each other and
having a committed relationship, it was about guys
having sex with other guys.”
As she grew older, the fear crept in. She knew
that when she kissed a boy, she felt excitement,
not romance, and her feelings for other girls were
more complex in the simplest way. With this came
a bleak understanding of what she was, defined by
the beliefs that also defined her life.
“When I began to understand… that there were
such things as homosexuals, it was even more
difficult because then I did have words to describe
it,” Rocker says. “But the words that went along with
that were hell, eternal damnation, sin. And I almost
felt like I didn’t want to have the words anymore.”
Those words served as a dark promise of what
would happen if she allowed herself her feelings.
And so instead, Rocker tried to carry on living as
the person she believed she had to be.
She took writing courses in Los Angeles and in
Rosebud, Alta., at Rosebud School of the Arts. She
married a man at age 20 whom she describes having loved, though perhaps with a different heart.
They were together for eight years, eventually moving to Calgary to pursue job opportunities until
something inside her broke.
“It basically came to the point where I was like, I
have to tell somebody that I’m gay or that I think I

am,” Rocker remembers.
Rocker went to a counsellor who told her plainly
she was a lesbian, and should start considering a
divorce.
Rocker’s gaze seems to turn inward as she describes this memory. Her husband sat with her,
unable to console her as she wept. She doesn’t
remember saying the words that changed everything between them. But she did. She recalls his
confusion, his anger, his hurt.
“I basically said, but if I were straight, I would
want to be with you,” Rocker remembers. “Which
I’m sure wasn’t much of a consolation. And it was
a really long journey, because I saw how much hurt
there was.”
It would be four more years before she came out
to her family in an email in 2009.
“I said that without my faith, my life won’t be fulfilling,” Rocker says. “But without being myself, my
life won’t have integrity. And so coming out wasn’t
selfish, wasn’t sinful… For me, that was the moment where freedom was possible.”
Here she stops. And although time seems to
have scarred this memory over, there is something raw in her voice when she continues.
“Their first response was three words,” Rocker
says. And her blue eyes are electric with hurt or
defiance or both as she recites: “’Deep, deep sadness.’”
Eventually, they wrote her a second letter.
“They said, let us know when you want to
talk,” Rocker says. “And I couldn’t write back for a
really long time.”
calgaryjournal.ca
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Life after coming out
While coming to terms with her sexuality, Rocker
had grown away from her religious beliefs. Instead
she explored the life ahead of her, and what it felt
like to walk in the right skin. Channeling her creative energies into writing, she wrote a play called
Heterophobia that explored sexuality and prejudice.
During a conference where the piece was performed, she met Joanne Anquist, who has worked
at Hillhurst United since 2007. She invited Rocker
to attend a service.
Rocker had not been to church in two years.
“I just started hearing about affirming churches,
but I didn’t really know what that was,” Rocker says.
“I couldn’t equate church with any positive talk
around homosexuality. But I ended up going, and
I was really, really nervous.”
Rocker’s original plan was to sit near the back
during the service and absorb the experience from
a distance. But Hillhurst United was characteristically packed, and she found herself forced beside
an older couple in the second row.
Partway through the service, a woman stood to
tell the congregation that Hillhurst United was the
first church that allowed her to speak about her
wife without feeling judgment.
“I was seeing this huge room of people, in this
packed building, cheering for her,” Rocker remembers. “And I just felt something crack in my idea of
religion.
“Even though I didn’t start coming here right
away, [it was] this little treasure, this little nugget
that I just kind of held onto and thought, okay. If I
ever want to be part of a faith community again, I
could be home somewhere.”
Hillhurst United was very different once. In 1988,
the United Church of Canada first allowed gays to
become openly and actively involved in the ministry. John Pentland, Hillhurst United’s current minister, describes this decision as divisive among the
congregation. It was a time when homosexuality
was not simply ignored.
It was reviled.

Pam Rocker’s religious upbringing made
her feel as though she had to hide her
sexuality for several years.
Photo courtesy of Pam Rocker
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“I feel really happy that our congregation said… we’re going to put money and time and a person in
place to try as best as we can to address some of these issues,” Pam Rocker says of her position as
Hillhurst United Church’s affirming and creative co-ordinator.
Photo courtesy of pam rocker

“This particular church in the ‘80s was not gay
friendly, in fact it was hostile,” Pentland says.
“But through people leaving or death… things
changed.”
Homosexuality eventually evolved into a non-issue within Hillhurst United as the years progressed,
and eventually the congregation embraced it entirely.
“What I realized when I engaged in the affirming
process,” Pentland says, “Was that… it challenged
us, pushed us, and invited us to hear differently
than we had before.”
Rocker began attending Hillhurst United more
regularly. Slowly she got to know the ministry, and
became their affirming and creative co-ordinator.

Is this place really accepting?
“My position developed somewhat organically,”
Rocker says. “More and more people would contact
me because they knew I was gay, and they would
want to say, is this place really accepting? I was like
the go-to gay person.”
Through this role, Rocker finds ways for Hillhurst
United to embody its affirming values. She spreads
awareness about LGBTQ issues and reaches out to
others struggling with religion in the gay community. She helps to organize film screenings to raise
understanding about gay issues within the church,
and marches with Hillhurst United in the Calgary
Pride Parade.
“[We] are paying, in a sense, for her to be our eyes
and ears about issues in the city,” says Pentland.

Pam Rocker now attends Hillhurst United
Church. This church adopted an affirming
statement in 2009.

Pam Rocker marches in the Calgary Pride
Parade with her girlfriend, Jillian Daniel,
and Hillhurst United Church in 2012.

Photo by hannah kost/calgary journal
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“I feel like it is a privilege and a responsibility to let people know that there are places in their communities where they can be accepted for
who they are,” says Pam Rocker. Photo by Danielle Semrau/Calgary Journal
“Weekly I have people come to the church who
are… experiencing religious abuse around this, or
people who have no church experience at all, but
are gay and wanted to be in a safe environment.”
Of the 28 United Churches in Calgary, eight have
assumed an affirming status. To earn this title, congregations must go through an educative process
that Bruce Gregersen, a senior program officer with
the United Church of Canada, describes as “thorough.”
“It is an intensive process, and I think the affirming network in church has designed it that way
knowing that these issues are still controversial,”
Gregersen says.

For Pam Rocker, Hillhurst United’s affirming status is a public declaration of its commitment to the
gay community.
“When you think about a church building… it’s
called a sanctuary,” Rocker says. “But for so many
people, it’s a place where you sit and you hide. I
feel like it is a privilege and a responsibility to let
people know that there are places in their communities where they can be accepted for who they
are.”
At Hillhurst United’s affirming celebration, not
only homosexuality is discussed but also slavery,
racism, bullying and mental illness. This is a place
that studies the divine along with what it means

to be human, trying to understand our differences
instead of allowing them to divide us.
Rocker steps down from the podium after her
speech and finds her way back to her seat. And
the packed congregation speaks together, in one
voice, as they pledge their acceptance and support to all people, regardless of age, gender identity, economic circumstance and sexual orientation.
In the middle of this sea of people, Rocker sits
with an arm around her girlfriend. Her fingertips
find the hairs at the nape of her partner’s neck
and tease them gently. Their heads lean together
to share a quiet, private thought. And in this moment, Pam Rocker looks at home somewhere.

Finalist for international award

This article was originally published online
in April 2013 as part of a larger multimedia
project by Hannah Kost and Danielle
Semrau titled “The Faith of Pam Rocker.”
The Associated Collegiate Press awarded
the project a honourable mention for the
category Multimedia Feature of the Year.
To view this multimedia project, please visit
calgaryjournal.ca

Pam Rocker proposes to girlfriend

Pam Rocker, right, poses with her
girlfriend, Jillian Daniel. The couple has
been together since February 2012.

Pam Rocker and her girlfriend, Jillian
Daniel, are now engaged to be married.
Photo courtesy of Pam Rocker

Pam Rocker and her girlfriend, Jillian Daniel,
are now engaged. On Oct. 22, 2013, Rocker
got down on one knee on stage at a Macklemore and Ryan Lewis concert in Portland,
Ore., and asked Daniel to marry her. Daniel
said yes.

Photo courtesy of Pam Rocker
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Doing what they love

What makes getting up for work each day worthwhile for these 20 somethings?

E

veryone hopes that one day
they will find that perfect job.
For some, it takes several
years of post-secondary education,
for others it is all about honing their
craft. With a cramped job market
and the Alberta unemployment rate
for 15 to 24-year-olds at 12.9 per
cent, some still find jobs they love.
Rachel kane, lauren gilbart and angela wither
rkane@cjournal.ca, lgilbart@cjournal.ca and awither@cjournal.ca
Arndt began fundraising for The Napenda Rescue Foundation at age 19 and the
organization became official when she was 20 years old. She currently balances running
the foundation while studying for a BA at the University of Calgary.
Photo courtesy of Tarin Arndt
Job: Non-profit founder of The Napenda Rescue Foundation
Name: Tarin Arndt
Age: 22
“Before Kenya and The Napenda Rescue Foundation I was simply existing. Now I am living with a
purpose to promote women and their children living in developing nations who have HIV/AIDS
through a daycare, child sponsorship and economic empowerment programs. My life is chaotic, but
it is also beautiful and I wouldn’t change it for anything else in this world.”
—Lauren Gilbart

Photo courtesy of David McColm
Walker (left) and Snith (right) were the
youngest doubles luge team in history to
represent Canada at the Olympic games
in 2010. They will be competing in Sochi
in 2014.
Photo courtesy of David McColm
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Job: Olympic luge athletes
Name: Justin Snith
Age: 21
“What’s so good about my job? For starters I’d
have to say the speed and the adrenaline rush.
Not to mention that I get to compete for my
country. But there is also the fact that I do get to
call myself a professional tobogganer, Olympic
luge athlete.”

Name: Tristan Walker
Age: 22
“There are two main reasons why I love being
an athlete on the Canadian national luge team.
First and foremost is that I love sliding, win or
lose getting to go 130 km/h on a toboggan is
just plain fun. I also love being able to represent
Canada and wear the maple leaf all over the
world on international stage.”
			
—Rachel Kane
			

trends
Job Title: Actor/producer
Name: Cody Sparshu
Age: 28
“Acting is my passion. I love
being able to tell a story; to
create a character in their world...
to experience and be a part of
something so much bigger than
myself. Acting makes me feel alive.
I remember a moment in Double
Booked where I felt so in the
moment, so true to what was going
on, I could feel it in every part of me
— that raw legit emotion that we
so often try to fight or society says
we have to hide. It's one industry
where we're allowed to feel what
we feel.”
Sparshu is currently working on
producing a film, which he hopes to
start shooting in the summer.
Cody Sparshu acts on the set
of CMT’s Pet Heroes, a show
where brave animals are
featured.
Photo courtesy of Cody Sparshu

	—Rachel Kane

As an international model, Xia Martens has the opportunity to
travel all over the world. When we did this interview she was
modeling in China.
Photo courtesy of Xia Martens
Job: International model
Name: Xia Martens
Age: 22
“The fantastic thing about being an international model is the
opportunity to wear bank breaking designer clothing, meeting amazing
people and travelling the world. Many people think that this job is
glamour and glitz, but in reality it is a brutal industry that will make your
perception of beauty totally convoluted. Despite that, I continue my
journey.”
				
—Rachel Kane

After starting as a chef at age 17, Alex Edmonson now spends his
time enhancing his skills at Market on 17th.
Photo by Angela Wither /Calgary Journal
Job: Chef de partie (station chef) for Market, 17th
Name: Alex Edmonson
Age: 21
“It’s just the fact that people are coming
to eat your food. It’s not just a craft it’s also
art too so you’re showing your art. There’s
a lot of pressure; it’s like an adrenaline rush.
It’s super intense. It’s so much stress and
pressure; you’re like high everyday. It’s very
addictive.”
		

—Angela Wither

Fernandez loves being able to combine both creativity and
technical skills in her job. With a big part of her job revolving
around space planning, she takes designer furniture and reconfigures it in different ways based on the needs of her clients.
Photo by Angela Wither /Calgary Journal

Job: Designer at Contemporary
Office Interiors Ltd.
Name: Sara Fernandez
Age: 23
“I think most importantly you need to be fulfilled with whatever work you’re doing. In my case I really
love interior design and I really love space planning and that’s the majority of what I do. I think that
COI is a really young and fresh company and they value everyone’s time, so we don’t have set hours
if people want to work later they can stay later, or come in earlier and get off earlier they’re cool with
that, which is nice. It feels like work, but it doesn’t at the same time because you’re enjoying what you
do, so it makes going to work every day better.”							
										—Angela Wither
calgaryjournal.ca
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Calgarians rethink big city living
Cost, easy access to downtown and small-town lifestyle are some reasons for making the move

Calgarians are flocking to communities in towns like Airdrie,
partly to enjoy the small-town feel.
Photo Courtesy of the city of Airdrie

T

Olivia grecu
agrecu@cjournal.ca

he rising cost of living in
Calgary has pushed some
families to move to the city’s
bedroom communities, like
Airdrie, Cochrane and Chestermere,
while commuting downtown
everyday for work.
This includes the Baldwins, who
moved to Airdrie from Calgary five
years ago.
Kendall Baldwin, her husband
and their young baby girl rented a
basement suite in Calgary for about a
year and a half, but after transitioning
to Airdrie, Kendall says there is no
looking back.
“We looked [for a house in Calgary]
a little bit,” Baldwin says. “But I think
we always knew we wanted that small
-town feel.”
Located 36 kilometres north
of Calgary, Airdrie currently has a
population of 49,560, compared to
Calgary’s population of about 1.15
million people.
Sales growth for houses in Calgary’s
surrounding towns was 21 per cent in
2012, according to statistics from the
Calgary Real Estate Board.
This number exceeds sales growth
within the city, which was just below
15 per cent, yet the growth of house
prices is slower in surrounding towns
than in Calgary itself.
The average cost of a single
detached home in Calgary was
$428,649 in 2012, up from $414,387
in 2011. The price of a similar home
in Airdrie was $370,277.
24 NOV 2013
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Homes in the town of Okotoks,
Airdrie and Cochrane cost an average
of $348,587 in 2012.
“The cost of living is a little less so
that was part of it,” says Baldwin. “It
is somewhat cheaper, especially for
what you get in terms of size of house.”
Baldwin says the builder who built
their home in Airdrie also builds
in Calgary. The couple looked at a
spec home from the same builder in
Calgary, which was almost identical to
their own, except for the lot size and
the price tag.
“The lot size was smaller and for
what we got, it was probably at least
$100,000 difference if you were to
look in Airdrie,” says Baldwin.
She says this might be an extreme
example of price difference, but
says she believes it still offers a little
perspective.
Baldwin and her husband both
still work in Calgary. She says the
commute hasn’t been a problem yet,
and even contributed in part to their
initial interest in Airdrie.
“My husband works in the north
so that’s kind of why we looked more
towards Airdrie,” she says. “I work
in downtown Calgary so I take the
commuter bus in.”
First Canada offers a commuter
bus in addition to the one already
offered by Airdrie Transit, so Baldwin
says she has no issues getting to work
that way.
Baldwin says her and her family
have everything they need.
“We would stay in Airdrie because
it’s become so much more developed,”
she says. “We have everything,

compared to some of the other
communities like Chestermere. They
have one grocery store.”
Baldwin says she thinks the
significant development happening
in Airdrie will also contribute to strong
resale and property value.
“For us it’s just been great. We
would never move back into Calgary,
ever.”
Airdrie realtor Shayna NackoneySkauge says Airdrie is growing rapidly.
She says most people who live in
Airdrie work in Calgary. “The farther
away from the inner-city you live
and the further commute from
downtown, the more value you’ll get
in your home.”
A First Home in Chestermere
Young families aren’t the only people
choosing to make the move away
from the inner city to buy a home.
Jori Dean, 26, is a senior account
manager for a financing group in
Calgary. He recently bought his first
condo in Chestermere, just east of
Calgary.
Dean, who moved to Calgary from
Saskatchewan in 2008 for school, has
lived and worked in Calgary full-time
since 2009.
“I’ve looked casually over the past
couple years,” Dean says of looking to
buy property in Calgary
However, he has only rented since
moving to the city.

“I always assumed I would end
up buying something in the city,
so I never really considered the
neighbouring communities,” Dean
says.
This changed when a co-worker
suggested Dean check out a listing
in a Chestermere condo building.
“I work in the McKenzie Towne area
of southeast Calgary, so I figured of
all the places outside of the city,
Chestermere would offer the shortest
commute to work,” says Dean. “I think
that its proximity to downtown
makes it the most attractive town for
me in general.”
Dean says he still anticipates
buying a home in Calgary someday.
For now, the price was right in
Chestermere.
“The affordability of Chestermere
is what led me there. I wouldn’t have
been able to afford an equivalent
home in the city.”
Dean has reservations about
moving out of Calgary, such as
worrying that he might feel “out of
the loop.” however, there are a few
things he is looking forward to.
“The golf course is two minutes
away from my building,” Dean says.
“The building is also on the lake,
which is nice, and something you
don’t really get in many areas of the
city. The lake is definitely something
I’m looking forward to enjoying,
especially in the summer.”

infographic by Olivia grecu/ Calgary Journal
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Downtownfood’s rooftop garden
sprouts interest in food sustainability

Darren MacLean calls experiment success despite vandalism and pest setbacks

W

JUSTIN WILSON
jwilson@cjournal.ca

ith the success of Calgary’s first and
only eco-driven rooftop garden,
Downtownfood owner and head chef
Darren MacLean hopes the restaurant’s
success instills other Calgary restaurant owners with
the drive for sustainability.
MacLean says, “We successfully grew 40 different
varieties of fruits, vegetables and herbs on a rooftop
in the middle of Stephen Avenue, where it shouldn’t
be able to happen.”
Completed in June of 2012, the rooftop development
included a three-week clean up process. MacLean
recalls clearing the roof of broken bottles, needles and
dead pigeons.
“It was tough to pull 3,000 pounds of soil up by hand
on your back. We had solar powered drip irrigation
installed and then that was trashed by graffiti artists,
so all of a sudden we were watering the plants by
ourselves.”
MacLean says now that he knows what he and
his team are capable of he hopes other restaurants
follow suit with commitment to serving fresh, local
ingredients produced in the downtown core.
“I want people to pick up and run with it. I hope that
next year there’s at least five other urban gardens that
outdo mine. A lot of these restaurants are multimillion
dollar restaurants that really have the cash to make this
happen.”
Self-sustaining the restaurant year round wasn’t
the initial goal, says MacLean. With this in mind, the
restaurant will harvest and break down the garden
for winter, obtain what produce he’ll need from local
farmers and set his sights on the spring.
In the initial stages of the garden, MacLean says there
were a host of unexpected problems involving pests,
which surprised him given the restaurant’s location.
“A pretty intense little ecosystem started to erupt,”

The Downtownfood rooftop garden
produced 40 different types of fruits,
veggies and herbs. Photo courtesy of darren MacLean

Downtownfood transformed a rooftop on Stephen Avenue from a dirty pigeon cemetary to
a vibrant agricultural site. photo courtesy of Darren MacLean
says MacLean. “As soon as you put nature anywhere,
bugs come, creatures come, birds come, because it’s
something that’s alive. There was this real interaction,
this real oasis. It was really humbling to see how nature
takes over.”
As with any ecosystem, insects became attracted to
the rooftop vegetation, something MacLean and his
team dealt with by adding other organisms to combat
certain infestations. A root maggot problem meant
bringing in rove beetles. Aphids were dealt with by
adding ladybugs. Parasitic wasps dealt with leaf miners.
“Now we know what really works,” says MacLean.
“Next year we’ll dial in, but for the winter, we’re going
to harvest everything, mulch everything, turn it into
compost, reintegrate nutrients into the soil that has

Restaurant patrons have said they can
taste the difference made by the ultralocal ingredients. Photo courtesy of darren MacLean

been leached from the growth of the food, and let it
go for the winter.”
One of Downtownfood’s longer employed servers,
Meagan Van Tassell, says that ingredients grown inhouse make a huge difference when it comes to taste
and quality.
“We do a lot of our own herbs now,” says Van Tassell.
“The difference you can taste in the same dish when
we use our own herbs, it’s incredibly different. There’s
been lots of great feedback from our customers on
things like that.”
Van Tassell says she’s heard from customers who
can’t believe the honeycomb and figs included on a
Downtownfood cheese plate are literally produced
right on the roof.
With the success of his first season, MacLean has
begun developing a project which will be first of its
kind in Calgary’s downtown core.
“We’re applying for an applied research grant,” says
MacLean. “The big thing we want to really do is one
of the first serious vertical gardens concentrated on
strawberries in the downtown core. So the whole one
side of our roof is going to be a vertical garden.”
The greenhouse would provide Downtownfood
with the opportunity for year-round micro-grade
production.
MacLean describes his garden as a stepping-stone
to get people thinking about what can be done as
the need for sustainability becomes more prevalent,
especially in a city like Calgary.
“It’s really important we start waking up and say
‘if we’re going to take with one hand, we better be
putting back with the other.’”
calgaryjournal.ca
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Food trucks find
permanent parking in city
Restaurant owners concerned food truck traffic may interfere with business when new rules
come into effect

Above: Gabriel Goldberg of the Red Wagon Diner says he hopes that food truck owners will have the courage to stand up for their rights
now that mobile eateries have been included in the business licence framework.
Right: Food trucks unable to obtain a licence through the Calgary pilot program have been able to operate with a No Premises licence,
which allows them to sell food wherever as long as they have permission from the property owners. Photos by ryan rumbolt/calgary journal

A

max Shilleto
mshilleto@cjournal.ca

fter hitting Calgary’s streets as part of a
pilot project in 2011, food trucks have
taken the city’s food service industry
by storm. The trucks, which offer food
options ranging from waffles to perogies,
have made their way into the city’s culinary
landscape, and it appears that they’re here to
stay.
On Sept. 16, City Council passed a bylaw to
include food trucks to the business licence
framework. Most of the rules remain the same
from the pilot project, including the 25-metre
distance food trucks must keep from free26 NOV 2013
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“Food truck owners
have been careful
not to make any
waves in fear of
getting shutdown”
GABRIEL GOLDBERG,
food truck owner

standing restaurants. Although, the City has
made some relaxations to previous rules, such
as the omission of a rule prohibiting food trucks
from operating 100 metres from city parks. The
City hopes the new legislation, which went into
effect Oct. 31, will provide some clarity within
the industry.
“The rules give everybody clear guidelines of
what they can and can’t do,” said Kent Pallister,
chief licence inspector for the City of Calgary.
“Before, it was an agreement that was nonenforceable,” Pallister continued. “Now we have
black and white rules, so everybody is on a level
playing field.”
Gabriel Goldberg has owned and operated his
food truck, Red Wagon Diner, since April of last

Food
year. He recalls several instances of rules being
changed in favour of free-standing restaurants.
He sees the new legislation as a step in the right
direction for the industry and hopes this will
give fellow food truck owners the security to
stand up for themselves.
“Food truck owners have been careful not to
make any waves in fear of getting shutdown,”
Goldberg said. “When it gets put into legislation,
I’m sure they’re going to stand up for their
rights.”
Since the pilot project began there has been
some pushback from restaurateurs worried that
food trucks may take away from their business.
They argue that food trucks have an unfair
advantage because they cost significantly less
money to operate.
25-METRE RULE
“We’re all in favour of competition, but it’s
got to be even competition,” said Mark von
Schellwitz, vice-president of Western Canada
for the Canadian Restaurant and Foodservice
Association. ”You just cannot compare the
operating costs of a food truck to the operating
cost of a restaurant.”
Von Schellwitz is a proponent of the new bylaw,
and he believes that 25 metres is fair distance
for both food trucks and bricks and mortar
restaurants. However, he does recommend the
City enforce stiffer penalties than the $300 fine
currently being charged to food trucks owners
for breaking the 25-metre rule.
“For a $300 cost, some of these guys might
just see this as a cost of doing business,” von
Schellwitz said.
Instead, von Schellwitz recommends the City
institute a progressive fining system for repeat
offenders.
Goldberg argues the 25-metre rule may be too
strict. He finds that most people have already
made the decision of whether they want a sitdown meal or something quick and easy before
they leave for their lunch break. If they see a food
truck within 25 metres of a restaurant, it isn’t
going to make them change their mind.
“They don’t limit the space between
restaurants in the city,” Goldberg said, “so what’s
the difference if the food trucks are a little
closer?”
The 25-metre rule has been one of the most
widely debated issues since the inception of the
pilot project, and the city just wants to be fair to
both sides.
“Some of the restaurant owners say the
25-metres isn’t far enough, some food truck
owners say it’s too far,” Pallister said, “so we’re
trying to find a balance.”
However, Pallister reminds food truck and
restaurant owners that the rule is waived if
there is consent to operate within the 25-metre
distance. In fact, he encourages businesses with
complimentary items – such as pizza restaurants
and gelato trucks – to work together to maximize
sales.

No premises licence keeps mobile eateries in business
Calgary city council is looking to change the
40-food truck pilot-program and not limit the
number of licences available.
But as the changes won’t go before council
until November, at least one food truck is in
licencing limbo.
Owners Nikki Brule and Lisa Piluschak of new
food truck Yummi Yogis, which offers all-natural
beverages and gluten-free snacks, applied for a
pilot spot in April but found the City’s program
full.
“We were kind of surprised that we couldn’t
get a street vending licence,” says Brule. “So we
found our way around that and made contact
with people to use their parking lots.”
Instead of the normal pilot program licence —
which allows trucks to sell food on city streets —
the Yogis were able to get a No Premises licence.
This allows them to sell their creations as long
as they get permission from property owners
where they set up shop.
YYCFoodTrucks said on Twitter that around 20
food trucks are in the same position as Yummi
Yogis but are finding ways to operate without a
street licence.
Yummi Yogis said they are one of the trucks

in line for a street licence when council makes
their official decision on the program cap, but
will continue selling on-property until then.
“We want to have the option to set up
downtown on the street if we want to,” says Brule.
“So we’re waiting to hear back about what the
next steps are.”
The owner of one pilot-program food truck
welcomes the added competition more licenced
trucks would serve up.
“The rest of the country doesn’t work that
way,” says Gabriel Goldberg, owner of Red Wagon
Diner.
“They don’t limit the amount of restaurants, so
I think the cream will rise to the top and those
that do a good job and keep their costs low will
survive and those that don’t will not.”
As for the number of licences, Piluschak and
Goldberg share the same “more the merrier”
attitude.
“I think it will definitely make things more
interesting,” says Piluschak. “I think it will actually
start narrowing down who makes it and who
doesn’t.”
Ryan Rumbolt
rrumbolt@cjournal.ca
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Wheelchair basketball players
concerned about waning numbers

Sport welcomes athletes of all abilities to take part

Kendra Ohama recently retired from Team Canada, from which she competed in 6 Paralympics and took home 3 gold medals and one
bronze medal. Photo by MICHELLE THOMAS/calgary journal
lindsay Douglas
ldouglas@cjournal.ca

W

heelchair basketball is a challenging and
rewarding sport that takes practice and
determination. Unfortunately misconceptions around the sport, from who
can play to unawareness about what the sport is,
have caused the game to suffer from a lack of players, both in Calgary and nationally.
Many don’t realize that able-bodied people,
those not requiring a wheelchair, are also encouraged to play. Nor do people realize the sport is just
as competitive and intense as stand-up basketball.
The most obvious difference is really just another
piece of equipment.
“The chair is like a tennis racket, or a bob sled
or a golf club; it’s a piece of equipment. Just learn
how to use it and the rest is basketball,” said
Kendra Ohama, player for the women’s team, the
Calgary Rollers.
Calgary has two wheelchair basketball teams,
the aforementioned Calgary Rollers and the mean’s
team, Calgary Grizzlies. There is also a team for
players under 15 years old and an open league for
anyone.
28 NOV 2013
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A CLOSE-KNIT COMMUNITY
The community of wheelchair basketball is a
small one, both in Calgary and across Canada.
Though this presents challenges it also makes
for a supportive community.

“It’s an integrated
sport, so ablebodied people play
alongside with us.”
STEVE RYAN,
Calgary Rollers coach
“You get to know players from all across
Canada,” said Lorna Shannon, who coaches and
volunteers with Wheelchair Sports Alberta. “Everybody knows each other by first name.”

Ohama has been involved with wheelchair
basketball since 1989 when she was approached
by a player in a store who told her to come out
and play. She now plays for the Calgary Rollers and recently retired from Team Canada, of
which she was a player for 21 years. The community aspect of wheelchair basketball is one of
her favourite features of the sport.
“Sometimes when you play stand-up ball
there are just so many participants. You can
get lost in the shuffle,” she said. “But with
wheelchair basketball because it’s such a small
community it’s like a small family. That kind of
atmosphere of everybody helping each other
learn and be a part of the sport is really great.”
THE NUMBERS GAME
Though the sense of family and community is
something that draws Shannon, Ohama and
others to the sport, it also is cause for one of the
sport’s biggest issues.
“The biggest challenge right now in Canada is
numbers,” Ohama said.

sports

Steve Ryan seen here coaching Calgary’s mixed
team. Photo by michelle thomas/calgary journal

Athletes for the mixed team seen practicing.
Photo by michelle thomas/calgary journal

You can go and push weights and you can work on
your own cardio, but you need nine other players to
really get the game experience and we don’t have
that in Canada and we don’t have that in Calgary.”
Wheelchair basketball can be played at a fairly
casual level all the way up to a highly competitive
international level. Ohama has competed in six
Paralympics, winning gold in three of them.
When aspiring athletes cannot get that level of
competition and experience in Canada, due to lack
of numbers, they choose to play elsewhere. Often
that elsewhere is the United States where they can
play on a college wheelchair basketball team, allowing them to practice every day and compete every
weekend — an experience they simply can’t get in
Canada currently.
Ohama said that getting college and university
wheelchair basketball teams would help establish
that level of competition and keep aspiring Canadian athletes in Canada. “The States is so large in
numbers, so it’s much harder in Canada,” she said.
But several programs similar to those in the United
States have been put in place or are in the process
of being put in place, such as in Ontario, British
Columbia and Alberta.
EVERYBODY IS WELCOME
Another hindrance on recruiting players is a misunderstanding about who can play. Able-bodied
people are encouraged to play as well.

“Wheelchair basketball, at least at the competitive level, it’s an integrated sport so able-bodied
people play alongside with us,” Ryan explained,
adding that everyone must play in a wheelchair,
the wheelchair simply being a piece of equipment.
“I think it gives able-bodied people a greater appreciation for the effort it takes day-to-day to be
pushing a chair around and developing your skills
while still in the chair.”
Shannon, who is able-bodied herself, said there
are many clubs and cities that would not have a
team if not for the inclusion of able-bodied players.
“They might have people and it’s not enough
for a full team, but if they have a few able-bodied
then they can form a team,” Shannon said.
Ohama said that those involved with wheelchair basketball and wheelchair sports in general
also face the issue of being seen only for their
disability and not for the sport.
“They look at the disability and don’t realize
that athletes who compete at that level train just
as much or have the same challenges as somebody who is an Olympian.”
Shannon said many people assume the sport is
not very competitive and are surprised when they
watch or play for the first time and find that it is.
“There’s a lot of players, especially the women,
who have played university senior women’s
basketball and then when they have any issues
[with their knees or legs] they start coming to

Kendra Ohama said the sport is always evolving and
improving. Photo by michelle thomas/calgary journal

wheelchair basketball and they’ve been finding
out that it’s just as much fun and as competitive,”
she said.
Ryan said that is was the competitive aspect
of the game that initially made him want to play:
“Before I was injured, I was always a competitive
person. I played soccer, bowling, hockey, all sorts
of things; being competitive is part of my nature
so it seemed like a natural fit.”
GETTING YOUNG PEOPLE INVOLVED
Getting more people, especially young people,
informed about the sport would also help
Canadian teams get more players. Ohama described this as a win-win for the sport and the
new participants.
“Every time I’m wheeling down the street and I
see somebody in a wheelchair, a young person, I’ll
stop and talk to them and tell them about the sport
but quite often they’ve never even thought about
it,” Ohama said. “Young kids who are able-bodied,
you want to get them to participate in some type of
sport to keep active,” she continued. “It’s good for
your health and keeps you out of trouble hopefully,
and disabled kids are no different.”
For those interested in getting involved with
the sport, drop-in sessions take place on Wednesdays at Mount Royal University. Equipment and
instruction is provided. More information can also
be found at www.calgarygrizzlies.ab.ca

“The chair is like a
tennis racket, or a
bob sled or a golf
club; it’s a piece of
equipment. Just
learn how to use
it and the rest is
basketball.”
kendra ohama,
player for the Calgary Rollers

Kendra Ohama, who plays for the Calgary Rollers, said she fell in love with the sport immediately after she started playing in 1989.
Photo by MICHELLE THOMAS/calgary journal
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Team Alberta player skating toward Olympic dream

Daria O’Neill hoping to follow in family footsteps
Ian Esplen
iesplen@cjournal.ca

T

his November all eyes are on a Calgary
athlete who has proven herself as a topnotch hockey player and a potential
future Olympian.
Daria O’Neill, 16, who was born in the
small town of Carlyle, Sask., is hoping to one
day follow in her cousin Brenden Morrow’s
footsteps by putting on a Team Canada jersey
and winning an Olympic gold medal for her
country.
In October, she became one step closer to her
goal, O’Neill — who currently plays defence at
the Edge School for Athletes, an elite private
sports school just outside of Calgary — was
named to Team Alberta for the upcoming
National Women’s Under-18 Championship. The
event takes place in Calgary from Nov. 6-10 at
Canada Olympic Park.
“Getting to play for Team Alberta is a privilege
and an honour,” O’Neill said.
But, her place alongside the best young
female hockey players in the province didn’t
come over night.
O’Neill’s love for hockey began around the
age of three when she started power-skating
classes at her local rink.
“We put her in skates when she was really
young,” said her father Cory Packard. “And I
started coaching the team she was on when
she was four or five years old.”

“She’ll be a big
player for them on
the ice, but I think
one of the biggest
areas where she
contributes to the
team is off the ice
as a leader.”
Scott fukami
Edge Mountaineers head coach
Back then, there was only one team in Carlyle,
so O’Neill played with the boys — something
she would do for the majority of her hockey
career.
“There was only one rink in the town I grew
up in and so everybody played on the same
30 NOV 2013
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of the
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Daria O’Neill moved to Cochrane to play for Edge Mountaineers last season. She will
be one of five Mountaineers representing Alberta in the Under-18 Women’s National
Championships in Calgary from Nov. 6-10. Photo by Ian esplen/calgary journal
team because there wasn’t enough kids to have
different tiers,” O’Neill said.
Eight-year-old O’Neill and her family moved
to Edmonton because of her father’s job.
“When we moved to Edmonton, we definitely
noticed her talent coming out,” Packard said.
And last year, because of the talent and
commitment O’Neill showed, the family made
a major decision towards helping her achieve
her goals: move the entire family of five to
Cochrane, so O’Neill could play for the Edge
Mountaineers.
“It’s not like boys’ hockey where they have
all kinds of options. With girls, the talent pool
drops off really quickly as they get older,”
Packard said.
He also added that it wasn’t too tough of
a decision for the family to move. He views it
more as an investment in O’Neill’s future.
“It’s equal to or more than going to university,”
Packard chuckled while discussing the cost for
his daughter to attend the school. “But, if she
gets a full ride somewhere, it pays for itself.”
And while O’Neill can’t decide on a university
until the summertime, she has drawn interest
from a few schools south of the border.
“It would be a dream to go to an Ivy League
school because of the education you receive,”
she said. “University is our NHL I guess you

could say.”
In her first season with the Edge
Mountaineers, O’Neill racked up six goals and
29 points in 41 games.
While the team doesn’t formally have
captains, Edge Mountaineers head coach,
Scott Fukami, views O’Neill as one of the team’s
leaders. He also feels that she will play a similar
role for Team Alberta.
“She’ll be a big player for them on the ice, but
I think maybe one of the biggest areas where
she contributes to the team is off the ice as a
leader,” Fukami said.
Fukami went on to describe O’Neill as an
athlete who plays a simple game and never
looks like she’s overworking.
“It takes a smart player to play that type of
game and that’s why I think she is very much
like Nik Lidstrom.”
Fukami says he also believes that while it is
tough to predict the future, Canadians may get
to see O’Neill at the Olympics one day.
“I think she has the right mindset and skillset
to be an elite athlete.”
All of Team Alberta’s game will be at the
Markin MacPhail Centre, located at Canada
Olympic Park. For more information visit
hockeycanada.ca.

THe back
What does Remembrance Day mean to cadets?
[It] essentially gives us a perspective of what these people have been through. So we do honour
them, but we also look at it as an opportunity to learn the devastation that can be associated
with wars and learn the importance of avoiding those sorts of actions again.
Why do you think it’s important to honour veterans on Remembrance Day?
They were just adults or, in some cases, not even adults yet, and they went overseas and did
things that I’m sure those of us today would deem to be unthinkable…They were put into these
situations [where] I don’t think they could have ever comprehended what was going to happen.
And they did it very bravely and very admirably.

Q&A: Robbie Nelson

Cadet flight sergeant robbie nelson
Commander of #1 (Hill) flight, 52 City of Calgary squadron

A cadet on Remembrance Day

Popular
Canadian brands

Kohlrabi

T

Via Facebook likes

Graphic courtesy of sean macentee/flickr.com

It sure seems that Canadians love
their Tim Hortons coffee, and now
that data is apparent in social
media. According to September
2013 data from socialbakers.com,
the brand most Canadians ‘liked’ on
Facebook is Tim Hortons.
Here are the top five brands liked on
Facebook by Canadians, as of Oct. 24:
1. Tim Hortons
1, 745, 372
2. Subway Canada
1, 227, 361
3. Skittles
1, 117, 752
4. Target Canada
1, 074, 967
5. iTunes
997, 733

Food of the Month

his Eastern European food may be more
familiar than you think. Kohlrabi is German
for “cabbage turnip,” and the bulb itself tastes
similar to broccoli stems when cooked. As it can
endure harsher climates, kohlrabi is recently
gaining popularity in Canada. This vegetable
comes in purple and green, and is rich in Vitamin
C, potassium and fibre. Thinly slice raw kohlrabi
over a grain salad or cut the bulb into wedges
and season with olive oil, salt and pepper before
roasting in the oven. As the months turn colder,
kohlrabi will become readily available at your
local grocery store or farmer’s market.

Words of Wisdom

Calgarians offer knowledge and truths

“Have respect for the
food that you’re eating,
and the clothes that you
wear and the people that
you meet. It’s all about
respect. Respect where
your eggs come from.
Know where your things
are coming from – down
to every aspect.”
Rebecca kelly,
server at Fleur de Sel
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